
DH2323, NA8740 Computer Graphics and Interaction Carl Henrik Ek

Wednesday 31 May 2012 kl 14-19 Written Exam

Instructions
Read the question carfully before answering, if there is anything that is unclear ask me when I come

around taking questions. Explain what your thoughts are in as clear manner as possible, use figures to
support your argumentation.

1. Maximum number of points 50

2. If you have presented all the laborations according to the deadlines you only need to answer 4
questions. Remember that you need to choose the one that you use the bonus points to account for.
If you have bonuspoints you should therefore hand in 4 answers if you hand in more we will disregard
the one with maximum number of points.

1]. . . Image Model [10 points]
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Figure 1: Image model

In this course we have been trying to provide a general view
on computer graphics. As a main foundation of support of our
view of the field we have used the image depicted above.

a)

Explain the different blocks in the image model.

• X

• f

• Image, you can refer to it as Y

b)

Give a short explaination to what computer graphics is
using the image model.

c)

Given that there are several different possibilities to de-
sign a computer graphics model. What is the character-
istics that we are looking for when we wish to design a
model for the purpose of,

1. High-fidelity, photo realistic graphics

2. Computer Games

3. Special effects

Give two characteristics that are important, and differ-
ent, for each of the three application fields.

d)

What does Image Based Rendering try to solve?



2]. . . Geometry [10 points]
One of the central parameters that determines how an image will look like is the underlying geometry of
the scene that we wish to render.

a)

Normally we represent the scene as a collection of triangles. What is the main benefit of this
approximation?

b)

The three vertices v1 = [x1, y1, z1], v2 = [x2, y2, z2] and v3 = [x3, y3, z3] make up a triangle. Derive
how given only this information the normal to the triangle can be found.

3]. . . Raytracing [10 points]
The fundamental step in a raytracer is to trace the path that a ray of light traverses through the scene.
The main work is then done in the interactions between the geometry and the light rays. Normally we
represent the geometry as a collection of triangles which can be seen as portion of a plane. This means
that the intersection of a plane and a ray is one of the most important steps in a raytracer.

a)

Derive the equation for the intersection of a line and a plane.

When a ray interacts with a surface several different processes takes place. To model the reflection of
light with respect to the surface one can use a Bi-directional Reflection Distribution Function or a BRDF.

b)

Explain what the purpose of a BRDF function is, what is its input domain and what does it output.

One approximation that we often use in raytracing is to assume that the light can be factorized into
three different components, ambient, diffuse and specular.

c)

What type of physical phenomenon does the ambient light try to model?

c)

What effect do we try to achieve by the specular component?



4]. . . Rasterization [10 points]
They purpose of doing rasterized graphics is to make an image model which can be rendered quick and
efficiently. In doing so we exploit a large range of different approximations to make things more efficient.
One technique that is used a lot is interpolation where a specific quantity is computed at sparse locations
and then “filled in” to the inbetween lying locations.

a)

Derive the expression for linear interpolation.

The shade of a pixel is very expensive to compute why there has been a large range of different
approximations based on interpolation suggested. The two most important ones are Gouraud and Phong.

b)

What is the main difference between Gouraud and Phong shading?

c)

Which approach is likely to be the most computationally expensive? Motivate your answer.

5]. . . Global Illumination [10 points]
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a)

Explain the intuiton underpinning the rendering equation. Explain each term of the equation, sketch
a geometrical interpretation to support your explenation.

b)

What approximations, if any, does the radiosity algorithm do to the rendering equation? How does
these simplify solving the equation?


